
MENA has highest prevalence of
diabetes
LONDON: The Middle East and North Africa region has the highest prevalence of
diabetes, research has revealed, with Kuwait and Egypt among the top 10
countries for rates of the condition worldwide in 2021, the Daily Mail
reported on Tuesday.

The figures from Our World In Data used information from the International
Diabetes Federation to measure the prevalence of diabetes among populations
aged 20-79 in 211 countries.

Operation to empty Yemen Safer oil
tanker set to begin, UN says
DUBAI: Operations to salvage 1.1 million barrels of oil from a decaying
tanker moored off Yemen’s coast will soon begin after a technical support
ship arrived on site on Tuesday, the United Nations said.
UN officials have been warning for years that the Red Sea and Yemen’s
coastline was at risk as the Safer tanker could spill four times as much oil
as the 1989 Exxon Valdez disaster off Alaska.

Yemeni govt, Houthis exchange bodies
of 52 fighters killed in battle
AL-MUKALLA: The internationally recognized government of Yemen and the
Houthis have exchanged the bodies of 52 fighters killed on the battlefield,
as the Iran-backed militia escalated their drone and ground attacks on Yemeni
troops.

Hadi Jumaan, a local mediator, said the exchange took place this week in the
northern province of Jouf, sharing photographs of several pickup trucks
transporting piles of bodies wrapped in white burial shrouds through the
desert.
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Can Sudan ceasefire renewal bring end
to conflict?
JUBA, SOUTH SUDAN: The situation in Sudan was under international scrutiny
all last week after Saudi Arabia and the US mediated a ceasefire on May 22
following five weeks of fighting.

The deal, and the talks leading up to it, aimed to address issues such as
ceasefire violations, humanitarian access, and military reform.

Iran’s Khamenei welcomes better ties
with Egypt
DUBAI: Iran’s supreme leader said Monday he’d “welcome” the restoration of
full diplomatic ties between Egypt and the Islamic Republic, raising the
prospect of Cairo and Tehran normalizing relations after decades of strain.
The comments by Ayatollah Ali Khamenei came as a series of websites linked to
Iran’s presidency bore the images of two leaders of an exiled opposition
group Monday, with others showing the pictures of Khamenei and President
Ebrahim Raisi crossed out.
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